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( 57 ) ABSTRACT 

A non - transitory storage medium having stored thereon 
logic , the logic being executable by one or more processors 
to perform operations including comparing a current privi 
lege of a first process with an initial privilege of the first 
process recorded in a privilege list , and responsive to 
determining a change exists between the current privilege of 
the first process and the initial privilege of the first process 
that is greater than a predetermined threshold , determining 
the first process is operating with the current privilege due 
to an exploit of privilege attack is shown . 
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EXPLOIT OF PRIVILEGE DETECTION accompanying drawings , in which like references indicate 
FRAMEWORK similar elements and in which : 

FIG . 1 is an illustration of a sample process list . 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED FIG . 2 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating a 

APPLICATIONS 5 plurality of processes each being associated with a token in 
a one - to - one mapping . This application claims the benefit of priority on U.S. FIG . 3 is an illustration of a sample privilege list gener Provisional Application No. 62 / 273,394 , filed Dec. 30 , ated according to the sample process list of FIG . 1 . 2015 , the entire contents of which are incorporated by FIG . 4A is a first graph illustrating a change in privilege reference herein . 10 levels of a process over time . 

FIELD FIG . 4B is a second graph illustrating a change in privi 
lege levels of a process over time . 

Embodiments of the disclosure relate to the field of cyber FIG . 4C is a third graph illustrating a change in privilege 
security . More specifically , embodiments of the disclosure levels of a process over time . 
relate to a system for detecting “ exploit of privilege ” attacks . 15 FIG . 5 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating the 

plurality of processes of FIG . 1 wherein a process is oper 
GENERAL BACKGROUND ating with a first stolen token . 

FIG . 6 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating the 
Today , computer systems may execute a plurality of plurality of processes of FIG . 1 wherein a process is oper 

processes in a concurrent manner . Each process is granted a 20 ating with a second stolen token . 
set of privileges at the time the process is created and these FIG . 7 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary process 
privileges may change over the life of the process . Typically , that occurs when a token is modified and potential points the set of privileges granted to a process is stored in a token within the process that the modification may be detected . structure associated with each process . In a computing FIG . 8 is an exemplary timeline illustrating a process of device with a Windows® operating system , for example , 25 exploiting a vulnerability to create a process have an esca each token structure is “ unique ” to a process within the lated privilege . run - time environment in that there is a one - to - one mapping 
between the process and its associated token ( and its FIG . 9 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
included privileges set ) , and this is established through a exploit of a vulnerability that may be utilized to facilitate an 
kernel object stored in system memory . exploit of privilege attack . 

However , recently , exploits have been developed that FIG . 10 is a flowchart illustrating a process for detecting 
seek to take advantage of vulnerabilities which enable the potential exploit of privilege attack using periodic or ape 
exploit to modify the privilege of a process and thereafter riodic scanning of a list of running processes . 
use the process for unintended purposes . Specifically , FIG . 11 is a flowchart illustrating a process for detecting 
exploits may attempt to steal a token of a first process and potential exploit of privilege attack by hooking one or more 
associate a second process with the stolen token . A second 35 predetermined function calls . 
exploit may involve modifying the token structure of a FIG . 12 is a flowchart illustrating a process for detecting 
process to alter the set of privileges granted to the corre potential exploit of privilege attack by analyzing scheduling 
sponding process . For example , an exploit may modify the of one or more threads of one or more processes . 
token structure of a first process by granting the first process FIG . 13 is a flowchart illustrating a process for determin 
additional privileges that were not intended to be obtained 40 ing whether a token has been modified or stolen . 
by the process . FIG . 14 is an exemplary embodiment of a logical repre 
By the modification of the set of privileges , either by sentation of an exploit of privilege detection system . 

associating one process with the token of another process or 
by modifying the token structure of a process , the exploit DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
may cause the process to perform unwanted or malicious 45 
behavior using the modified privileges . For example , the Various embodiments of the disclosure relate to an exploit 
process having a modified set of privileges may delete or of privilege ( EoP ) detection system that improves detection 
alter one or more files to which the process was not intended of attacks targeting vulnerabilities that allow for an exploit 
to have access . Additionally , a process having a modified set of a privilege of one or more processes . As discussed above , 
of privileges may open a communication line to a foreign 50 an EoP attack may include the execution of an exploit that 
server and download unwanted or malicious payloads . Such takes advantage of a vulnerability , e.g. , a vulnerability in 
exploits may be referred to as exploit of privilege ( EOP ) software , by modifying a privilege of a process . Such 
attacks , or privilege escalation attacks . privilege modification may be accomplished by modifying 

A computer system manages operations performed by the token associated with the process , associating a token of 
each process according to the set of privileges granted to 55 a first process with a second process ( e.g. , “ steals a token ” ) , 
each process . Therefore , when the privileges of a process and / or causing a first process to create a second process 
have been modified , a computer system may unknowingly having greater privilege than the first process . The EoP 
enable a process to perform operations that the process detection system provides the ability to detect an EoP attack 
should be restricted from performing . Additionally , these by using one or more detection methods . 
operations may appear routine or harmless to current mal- 60 The EoP detection system may detect a potential EoP 
ware detection systems . Therefore , detection of EoP attacks attack through a scanning detection method , an explicit 
present challenges to current malware detection systems . detection method , and / or an implicit detection method . In 

one embodiment , the scanning detection method compares 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS the privileges of each of the processes running at a particular 

65 point in time ( " current privileges ” ) with a list of privileges 
Embodiments of the invention are illustrated by way of of each process when each process was created ( as set forth 

example and not by way of limitation in the figures of the in a “ privilege list ” ) or at a later point in time selected so as 
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to assure the “ trustedness ” ( i.e. , not altered by malware ) of inconsistent with expectations for variations of the privilege 
the privilege information . For this , the system stores and / or of the process with which the token is associated . Expected 
has access to the privilege list for each process for use in the or “ authorized ” changes in privilege level may be effected 
scanning method . The scanning may be repeated from time by a trusted system service such as , for example , upon a 
to time during execution of each of the process being 5 software update or other event as contemplated or even 
scanned . In some implementations , each scanning may prompted by a user or administrator and stands in contra 
involve comparing the current privilege at times t? , t2 , tz to distinction to a malicious modification . The expectations for 
tn with an initial privilege at time to creation time for a variations of a privilege ( e.g. , an increase in the privileges of 
process , or may involve comparing the current privilege at a process ) may be based on , inter alia , the type of process 
time t , with the initial privilege at time t , and then compar- 10 ( e.g. , a browser process , a host process for operating system 
ing the current privilege at times t2 , tz or to t , a prior current ( OS ) tasks , an email client , etc. ) , and / or the initial 
privilege that has already been checked and found to match privilege ( s ) of the process . Herein , the term “ privilege ( s ) ” 
the initial privilege . In this regard , where the privilege of a may be interpreted as comprising a privilege level associated 
process has been subject to a later “ authorized ” change in with a process . For example , a process may have a privilege 
privilege level ( e.g. , authorized by a user or administrator or 15 level of ‘ X , ' wherein ‘ X'comprises a plurality of individual 
otherwise and not malicious ) , the initial privilege for com privileges . 
parison may be the new privilege level after the change . The Additionally , the scanning detection method may also 
scanning detection method may utilize aperiodic or periodic compare identification information of the token of a first 
scanning of a list of processes running on a machine at a running process with ( i ) identification information of the 
particular point in time ( “ running process list ” ) . The scan- 20 token of one or more running processes , and / or ( ii ) identi 
ning may be done according to a periodic schedule such that fication information of the token of the first process set forth 
the EoP detection system performs the scanning detection in the privilege list ( e.g. , the identification information of the 
method at predetermined periodic time intervals . Alterna token of the first process at the time the first process was 
tively , the scanning detection method may be performed created ) . The comparison of identification information of 
according to other triggering events that occur in an aperi- 25 one or more tokens enables the EoP detection system to 
odic manner ( “ aperiodic triggering events ” ) . For example , detect when a process is operating , for example , with a 
an aperiodic triggering event may be the calling of a stolen token . A stolen token may represent a token that is no 
predetermined number of function and / or system calls by longer associated with a process in a one - to - one mapping , 
processes running on the machine . Additionally , an aperi but is instead associated with a plurality of processes in a 
odic triggering event may be an input from a user or network 30 one - to - many mapping . In one embodiment , the identifica 
administrator . tion information of a token may be a pointer to a location in 

In a second embodiment , the scanning detection method memory . In a “ clean , " e.g. , non - altered or non - maliciously 
may compare the running process list with a " learned altered , system , each process in these embodiments is asso 
privilege list . ” The learned privilege list is a list of one or ciated with an unaltered or non - maliciously altered token in 
more processes and one or more privilege ( s ) corresponding 35 a one - to - one mapping ; therefore , no two processes should 
to each process , wherein the one or more privilege ( s ) were point to the same location in memory . The privilege list , as 
known prior to the time of the scanning as a result of prior discussed above , may also include the identification infor 
analyses and / or experimentation ( e.g. , experiential knowl mation of the token associated with each process . Identifi 
edge ) . For example , a web browser application may have cation information of a process may include , inter alia , a 
two running processes : a first process running with the 40 process identifier , a process name , a process description , or 
privilege ( s ) of the user , and a second process running with any other descriptor . 
a second set of privileges ( e.g. , a default set of privileges , In a second embodiment , the scanning detection method 
wherein the default set of privilege is included on the learned may compare the identification information of each token of 
privilege list ) . When the scanning detection method ( or each running process with the identification information of 
another detection method disclosed herein ) detects that the 45 each token of one or more predetermined processes to 
second process has gained privilege ( s ) beyond those appear determine whether a currently running process is operating 
ing on the learned privilege list , the Eol detection system with a stolen token . For example , the predetermined pro 
may enter the detection phase to determine whether the cesses may include one or more system processes . The EoP 
second process is operating with a stolen token or a mali detection system may analyze each process on the list of 
ciously modified token . In another embodiment , when the 50 currently running processes by comparing the identification 
scanning detection method ( or another detection method information of the token associated with a first process with 
disclosed herein ) detects that the second process has gained the identification information of the token of each of the 
privilege ( s ) beyond those appearing on the learned privilege predetermined processes . The EoP detection system may 
list , the reporting logic of the EoP detection system may analyze each of the currently running processes in this 
automatically report that the second process is operating 55 manner . When the EoP detection system detects a match 
with a stolen token or a maliciously modified token . between the identification information of the token of a first 
When the current privilege ( s ) of a first process are incon currently running process and the identification information 

sistent with the privilege ( s ) listed ( e.g. , listed ) for the first of the token of one of the predetermined processes , the EoP 
process on the privilege list , reporting logic of the EoP detection system has detected that the first currently running 
detection system analyzes the current privilege ( s ) of the first 60 process is operating with a stolen token and may generate an 
process to determine whether the first process is operating alert detailing such information . 
with a stolen token or whether the token of the first process The explicit detection method may intercept or trap , 
has been modified maliciously . Herein , a malicious modifi sometimes referred to as “ hook , " a software call ( e.g. , API , 
cation of a token may be interpreted as the modification of library , procedure , function , or system call ) appearing on a 
the privilege set forth in the token such that the privilege 65 list of predetermined calls such as system calls ( e.g. , a 
provided in the modified token is greater than the privilege request by the process to the kernel of the OS running on the 
set forth in the original token and the modified privilege is machine ) and / or function calls ( e.g. , a call to a subroutine 
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within the program of which the process making the func In one embodiment of the disclosure , the EoP detection 
tion call is an executing instance ) . Herein , the term system includes one or more processors , a communication 
" hooked ” may involve , for example , intercepting or other interface , a persistent storage storing thereon a dynamic 
wise monitoring a software call or other software activity , analysis logic , an optional static analysis logic , and an alert 
such that the EoP detection system , may analyze the call or 5 generation logic . Such an EoP detection system may be 
behavior . In some “ in band ” embodiments , the analysis may implemented in a network device including , but not limited 
occur prior to or after , for example , servicing ( responding to ) to , an endpoint such as a general - purpose or special - purpose 
the software call while other embodiments may operate out network device . Alternatively , or in addition , the dynamic 
of band so as to avoid interruption or introduced delay in analysis logic may include one or more virtual machines 
execution . In particular , the EoP detection system may 10 ( VMs ) and a virtual machine manager ( VMM ) wherein the 
analyze the privilege ( s ) required to make the hooked call EoP detection system operates within the one or more VMs 
and determine whether the privilege ( s ) required to make the and the VMM . Such dynamic analysis logic may be imple 
call are consistent with the privilege ( s ) listed for the process mented by a cyber - threat detection appliance including the 

EoP detection system , for example . Such an appliance can on the privilege list . As discussed above with the scanning 15 be a purpose - built cyber - threat detection network device or detection method , when the privilege ( s ) required to make a general - purpose network device configured with an the hooked call are inconsistent with the privilege ( s ) listed executable computer program furnishing the EoP detection for the process on the privilege list , the reporting logic of the system . 
EoP detection system analyzes the current privilege ( s ) of the Herein , the EoP detection system may be implemented in 
process to determine whether the process is operating with 20 each instance of a VM within the dynamic analysis logic . 
a stolen token or whether the token of the first process has Alternatively , the EoP detection system may be imple 
been maliciously modified . mented entirely within the VMM such that the EoP detection 

The implicit detection method may hook into the kernel monitors the processing within each VM of the dynamic 
scheduler and trap on the scheduling of the pending thread analysis logic . In yet another embodiment , the logic of the 
of execution . Herein , by hooking the kernel logic ( e.g. , one 25 EoP detection system may be implemented in both of ( i ) the 
or more software calls directed to the kernel ) that schedules VMM , and ( ii ) each VM of the dynamic analysis logic . In 
a thread , the EoP detection system may analyze whether the such an embodiment , each VM may include logic providing 
privilege ( s ) of one or more of the threads of interest that are the full functionality of the EoP detection system , or one or 
scheduled to run are greater than the privilege ( s ) appearing more functionalities ( e.g. , operations ) , but less than all , may 
on one or more of ( i ) the privilege list or ( ii ) the learned 30 be provided to each VM , wherein the VMM would include 
privilege list ( herein the learned privilege list may also logic providing , at least , the functionalities not provided to 
include information associated with one or more threads and each VM . In yet another embodiment , each VM and the 
the privilege ( s ) of each thread , if applicable ) . When the VMM may include logic providing full functionality of the 
privilege ( s ) of a first thread are greater than expected the EoP detection system , wherein the results of the EoP detec 
privileges of the first thread , the reporting logic of the EoP 35 tion system monitoring a particular VM from the VMM may 
detection system may report a stolen token or a token that be compared with the results of the EoP detection system 
has been maliciously modified based on the analyses . within the particular VM . Additionally , a VM and the VMM 

The implicit detection method may alternatively , in some may collaborate in the operations performed by the EoP 
embodiments , be implemented in a hypervisor virtualization detection system by transmitting data and / or results between 
layer provided for use by the EoP detection system , and trap 40 the EoP detection system logic included in the VM and the 
on the scheduling of a thread to execute software . Herein by EoP detection system logic included in the VMM . In yet 
trapping within the hypervisor all or any threads of interest , another embodiment , one or more functionalities performed 
the EoP detection system may analyze whether the by the EoP detection system logic within the VM and / or the 
privilege ( s ) of the thread scheduled to run are greater than VMM may be disabled and / or enabled dynamically through 
the privilege ( s ) appearing on one or more of ( i ) the privilege 45 one or more electronic signals transmitted by , for example , 
list or ( ii ) the learned privilege list . When the privilege ( s ) of a network administrator during configuration and instantia 
a first thread are greater than expected the privileges of the tion of the VM or , in some embodiments , during VM 
first thread , the reporting logic of the EoP detection system runtime . 
may report a stolen token or a token that has been mali 
ciously modified based on the analyses . I. Terminology 

Herein , the EoP detection system may utilize one or more 
of the detection methods briefly discussed above to detect In the following description , certain terminology is used 
malware directed at an EoP attack , wherein “ malware ” may to describe features of the invention . For example , in certain 
be broadly construed as including exploits that initiate situations , both terms “ logic ” and “ engine ” are representa 
malicious , anomalous or unwanted behaviors . 55 tive of hardware , firmware and / or software that is configured 

Additionally , the EoP detection system may detect the to perform one or more functions . As hardware , logic ( or 
presence of malicious binaries exploiting , or attempting to engine ) may include circuitry having data processing or 
exploit , the privilege ( s ) of one or more of their own pro storage functionality . Examples of such circuitry may 
cesses or other processes on the system . A malicious binary include , but are not limited or restricted to a microprocessor , 
may enter the system , e.g. , through a download and attempt 60 one or more processor cores , a programmable gate array , a 
to infiltrate a network or target device . In some embodi microcontroller , a controller , an application specific inte 
ments , the malicious binary , upon execution , will attempt to grated circuit , wireless receiver , transmitter and / or trans 
purposefully cause a change in privilege ( s ) of one or more ceiver circuitry , semiconductor memory , or combinatorial 
processes and use the changed privilege for a malicious logic . 
purpose , such as accessing secured memory locations to 65 Logic ( or engine ) may be software in the form of one or 
obtain personal or confidential data , or spread throughout a more software modules , such as executable code in the form 
network . of an executable application , an application programming 

50 
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interface ( API ) , a subroutine , a function , a procedure , an The term “ malicious ” may represent a probability ( or 
applet , a servlet , a routine , source code , object code , a shared level of confidence ) that the object is associated with a 
library / dynamic link library , or one or more instructions . malicious attack or known vulnerability . For instance , the 
These software modules may be stored in any type of a probability may be based , at least in part , on ( i ) pattern 
suitable non - transitory ( computer - readable ) storage 5 matches ; ( ii ) analyzed deviations in messaging practices set 
medium , or transitory storage medium ( e.g. , electrical , opti forth in applicable communication protocols ( e.g. , HTTP , 
cal , acoustical or other form of propagated signals such as TCP , etc. ) and / or proprietary document specifications ( e.g. , 
carrier waves , infrared signals , or digital signals ) . Examples Adobe PDF document specification ) ; ( iii ) analyzed compli 
of non - transitory storage medium may include , but are not ance with certain message formats established for the pro 
limited or restricted to a programmable circuit ; a semicon- 10 tocol ( e.g. , out - of - order commands ) ; ( iv ) analyzed header or 
ductor memory ; non - persistent storage such as volatile payload parameters to determine compliance , ( v ) attempts to 
memory ( e.g. , any type of random access memory “ RAM ” ) ; communicate with external servers during processing in one 
persistent storage such as non - volatile memory ( e.g. , read or more VMs , ( vi ) attempts to access memory allocated to 
only memory “ ROM ” , power - backed RAM , flash memory , the application during virtual processing , and / or other fac 
phase - change memory , etc. ) , a solid - state drive , hard disk 15 tors that may evidence unwanted or malicious activity . 
drive , an optical disc drive , or a portable memory device . As The term “ process ” may be interpreted as an executing 
firmware , the executable code is stored in persistent storage . instance of a computer program . As is known in the art , a 
According to one embodiment , the term “ malware ” may process may consist of one or more threads . The term 

be construed broadly as any code or activity that initiates a “ thread ” should be interpreted as an execution of the small 
malicious attack and / or operations associated with anoma- 20 est sequence of instructions that is managed by a scheduler . 
lous or unwanted behavior . For instance , malware may The term “ token ” ( or “ primary access token ” ) may be 
correspond to a type of malicious computer code that interpreted as an object ( e.g. , information formatted in a 
executes an exploit to take advantage of a vulnerability , for specified structure ) that describes the security context of a 
example , to harm or co - opt operation of a network device or process or thread associated with the token , wherein one or 
misappropriate , modify or delete data . Malware may also 25 more thread ( s ) of the process perform various actions on the 
correspond to an exploit , namely information ( e.g. , execut behalf of the user that the token represents . The token may 
able code , data , command ( s ) , etc. ) that attempts to take be thought of as a badge or identification ( ID ) of the user 
advantage of a vulnerability in software and / or an action by account to which the process , and thus any threads associ 
a person gaining unauthorized access to one or more areas ated therewith , belongs . The token may be utilized within 
of a network device to cause the network device to experi- 30 the OS to implement security principles of controlled access 
ence undesirable or anomalous behaviors . The undesirable and isolation . 
or anomalous behaviors may include a communication In one embodiment , the token may have a predetermined 
based anomaly or an execution - based anomaly , which , for structure that is known to both the operating system and the 
example , could ( 1 ) alter the functionality of an network EoP detection system ( e.g. , the predetermined structure may 
device executing application software in an atypical manner 35 be advertised to parties other than the operating system 
( a file is opened by a first process where the file is configured developer ) . In a second embodiment , the token may have a 
to be opened by a second process and not the first process ) ; predetermined structure wherein the predetermined structure 
( 2 ) alter the functionality of the network device executing is shielded from parties other than the operating system 
that application software without any malicious intent ; and / developer ( i.e. , such a token may be referred to as an opaque 
or ( 3 ) provide unwanted functionality which may be gener- 40 token ) . In the second embodiment , the operating system may 
ally acceptable in another context . Additionally , malware shield the structure of the token from processes or applica 
may be code that initiates unwanted behavior which may be , tion by merely requiring a process and / or thread pass the 
as one example , uploading a contact list to cloud storage token to the operating system when making a function 
without receiving permission from the user . and / or system call . 

The term “ processing " may include launching an appli- 45 In either embodiment , the information comprising the 
cation wherein launching should be interpreted as placing security context in a token may include , inter alia , the 
the application in an open state and performing simulations identity of the user account associated with the process or 
of actions typical of human interactions with the application . thread , identifiers of the groups to which the user is a 
For example , the application , an Internet browsing applica member , session information , and the privilege ( s ) of the user 
tion may be processed such that the application is opened 50 and / or groups to which the user is a member . Herein , a 
and actions such as visiting a website , scrolling the website privilege is an access right of a process or thread that allows 
page , and activating a link from the website are performed the process or thread to perform various operations on behalf 
( e.g. , the performance of simulated human interactions ) . of the user represented by the token . A privilege may relate 

The term “ network device ” may be construed as any to the access - control and / or auditing mechanism utilized by 
electronic device with the capability of connecting to a 55 operating systems to provide security and isolation . As used 
network , downloading and installing mobile applications . herein , the term “ privilege ” may represent a privilege level , 
Such a network may be a public network such as the Internet such as , for example , “ User , " “ Admin , ” or “ System , ” or 
or a private network such as a wireless data telecommuni represent an individual privilege , such as , for example , 
cation network , wide area network , a type of local area “ SeCreatePagefilePrivilege . ” 
network ( LAN ) , or a combination of networks . Examples of 60 Additionally , the term privilege may be interpreted as the 
a network device may include , but are not limited or security context of the process , or its thread ( s ) , which is 
restricted to , a laptop , a mobile phone , a tablet , etc. Herein , executing on behalf of the user account specified by the 
the terms “ network device , " " endpoint device , ” and “ mobile primary access token . In some embodiments , individual 
device ” will be used interchangeably . The terms “ mobile threads of a process may act on the behalf of other users 
application ” and “ application ” should be interpreted as 65 through the related " impersonation tokens . ” In one embodi 
software developed to run specifically on a mobile network ment , the term “ token ” may mean the “ primary access 
device . token ” and / or the “ impersonation token . ” 
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As an example , a malicious kernel exploit may involve whether the current privilege ( s ) of a first process that are 
overwriting the data stored in memory locations associated inconsistent with the privilege ( s ) present on the privilege list 
with the sub - structure containing the privileges of the for the first process are due to operation using a stolen token 
opaque token associated with a process . Thus when a user or the malicious modification of the token associated with 
directs the process to perform an operation , the process , 5 the first token . 
which previously had a first privilege , now has an escalated 1. Build Phase 
second privilege due to the malicious memory overwrite of Referring to FIG . 1 , an illustration of a sample process list 
the data stored in the sub - structure of the opaque token is shown . The sample process list 100 of FIG . 1 displays all 
associated with the process . of the processes running a particular point in time ( e.g. , 

Embodiments of the disclosure provide illustrative 10 within a virtual machine of the EoP detection system ) . The 
examples of a Microsoft® EoP detection system employing process list 100 illustrates a plurality of processes running 
a Windows® operating system and are not meant to limit the on a machine and includes information for each of the 
scope of the application . Alternative operating systems such processes including one or more of : User Name ( of the user 
as LinuxTM ( e.g. , a UNIX or Unix - like operating system ) and logged into the machine ) , the percentage of the CPU used by 
Mac OS X have different security model implementations as 15 the process , the amount of memory used by the process , and 
compared to Windows . Whereas on the Windows operating a description of the process . 
system , the “ token ” is an opaque object that stores and Referring to FIG . 2 , an exemplary block diagram illus 
maintains the user security context for each process , trating a plurality of processes each being associated with a 
LinuxTM utilizes two primary credentials : creator user cre token in a one - to - one mapping is shown . The block diagram 
dentials and primary user credentials . UNIX and Linux also 20 illustrates one embodiment of a relationship between the 
has the concepts of effective creator and primary credentials processes of system ( e.g. , running in a virtual machine of the 
to provide security and isolation . These are internally imple EoP detection system , or as in the embodiment discussed 
mented on Linux as opaque kernel structures . Additionally , within the " endpoint device deployment ” below ) and the 
Mac OS X may add “ entitlements ” ( sand - boxing ) and token associated with each process . FIG . 2 illustrates that 
" code - signing ” to restrict the actions and activities that a 25 each process of a plurality of processes is associated with a 
process running on behalf of users are able to perform . On token in a one - to - one mapping . For example , the system 
Mac OS X , the entitlements are implemented through a token 211 associated with the system process 210 is different 
mandatory access control ( MAC ) layer . For example , a than the Token_1 associated with Process_1 and the 
MAC policy ( e.g. , a security policy that may restrict the Token_2 associated with the Process_2 is different than the 
ability of a user to deny or grant access to resources in a 30 system token and the Token_1 . A computer system may 
system ) may be implemented as an opaque kernel structure . include a plurality of processes including one or more 
Thus , the same types and categories of kernel exploits apply System processes and one or more processes ( Process_1 
to operating systems other than Microsoft® Windows® Process_i , iz1 ) . The illustration of FIG . 2 may construed as 
operating system , and it is envisioned that the detection being a “ clean ” computer system wherein no tokens have 
techniques disclosed herein apply to each of these operating 35 been stolen or modified . 
systems . Referring to FIG . 3 , an illustration of a sample privilege 

Lastly , the terms “ or ” and “ and / or ” as used herein are to list generated according to the sample process list of FIG . 1 
be interpreted as inclusive or meaning any one or any is shown . The sample privilege list 300 of FIG . 3 displays a 
combination . Therefore , “ A , B or C ” or “ A , B and / or C ” privilege level of each of the running processes running at a 
mean “ any of the following : A ; B ; C ; A and B ; A and C ; B 40 particular point in time . The privilege list 300 corresponds to 
and C ; A , B and C. ” An exception to this definition will the process list 100 of FIG . 1. The embodiment of FIG . 3 
occur only when a combination of elements , functions , steps illustrates the use of three privilege levels : User , Adminis 
or acts are in some way inherently mutually exclusive . trator ( Admin ) , and System . In one embodiment , the privi 

The invention may be utilized for detecting exploit of lege level of User may have the least amount of privilege , 
privilege attacks . As this invention is susceptible to embodi- 45 the privilege level of Admin may have more privilege than 
ments of many different forms , it is intended that the present the privilege level User and the privilege level System may 
disclosure is to be considered as an example of the principles provide the most privilege . In other embodiments , the privi 
of the invention and not intended to limit the invention to the lege levels may take alternative names or may be ordered 
specific embodiments shown and described . differently in terms of an amount of privilege each level 

50 provides . In yet other embodiments , additional privilege 
II . Network Appliance Deployment levels may be included ( e.g. , an operating system may allow 

for more than three levels of privilege ) . Alternatively , an 
The EoP detection system may operate in accordance with operating system may allow for less than three levels of 

three phases : ( i ) a build phase , ( ii ) a detection phase , which privilege . 
includes one or more of the scanning detection method , the 55 As seen in FIG . 14 , the build logic 1436 within the 
explicit detection method , and / or the implicit detection dynamic analysis engine 1430 of the EoP detection system 
method , and ( iii ) a reporting phase . The build phrase may 1400 may be the logic component of the EoP detection 
include the generation of a privilege list , which should be system 1400 that analyzes a newly created process and 
interpreted as a list or other data structure of the privilege ( s ) records identification information of the process , identifica 
of each process at the time each process was created ( and , 60 tion information of the token associated with the process , the 
in some cases , reflecting later authorized modifications ) . The privilege ( s ) of the process , etc. 
detection phase , as mentioned above , may include one or 2. Detection Phase 
more detection methods . The detection phase may imple Referring to FIG . 4A , a first exemplary graph illustrating 
ment one or more of the methods , and in some embodiments , a change in privilege level of a process over time is shown . 
may implement all three detection methods . Additionally , 65 The graph includes a first axis representing time and a 
the EoP detection system includes a reporting phase which second axis representing privilege level such that the graph 
analyzes the results of the detection phase to determine illustrates a change in the privilege level of Process_1 over 
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time . FIG . 4A illustrates a possible scenario that the EoP cally , when Process_1 is initially created , the EoP detection 
detection system would detect . As is illustrated , Process_1 is system add Process_1 having a privilege level of User on the 
created having User privileges . However , at time t? , Pro privilege list , as discussed above in accordance with FIG . 1 . 
cess_1 may accumulate privileges such that Process_1 During a scan of the process list at , for example , time t? 
obtains a privilege level of System . The EoP detection 5 ( when privilege level is Admin ) , the EoP detection system 
system may detect the change in privilege via any of the would detect that the privilege level of Process_1 , Admin , is 
detection methods implemented . inconsistent with the privilege level recorded on the privi 

Referring to FIG . 4B , a second exemplary graph illus lege list for Process_1 . Upon such a detection , the reporting 
trating a change in privilege level of a process over time is phase of the EoP detection system detection methodology 
shown . The graph includes a first axis representing time and 10 would be initiated to analyze the inconsistency of the 
a second axis representing privilege level such that the graph privilege level of Process_1 between the time at which 
illustrates a change in the privilege level of Process_2 over Process_1 was created and time t? . 
time . As is illustrated , Process_2 is created having admin In other embodiments , the EoP detection system may 
istrative privileges . However , at time tz , Process_2 may detect the change in privilege level of Process_1 via either 
accumulate privileges such that Process_2 obtains a privi- 15 the explicit detection method or the implicit detection 
lege level of System . The EoP detection system may detect method . As will be discussed below , in a first embodiment , 
the change in privilege via any of the detection methods the EoP detection system may detect the change in privilege 
implemented . level using the explicit detection method when Process_1 
Referring to FIG . 4C , a third exemplary graph illustrating makes a hooked function call . For example , the EoP detec 

a change in privilege level of a process over time is shown . 20 tion system may hook one or more predetermined function 
The graph includes a first axis representing time and a calls such that when a process makes one of the hooked 
second axis representing privilege level such that the graph function calls , the EoP detection system may then perform 
illustrates a change in the privilege level of Process_3 over one or more of its detection methods . In a second embodi 
time . As is illustrated , Process_3 created having User ment , the EoP detection system may detect the change in 
privileges . However , at time tz , Process_3 may accumulate 25 privilege level using the implicit detection system by detect 
privileges such that Process_3 obtains a privilege level of ing the scheduling of a thread by Process_1 , wherein the 
Admin . The EoP detection system may detect the change in thread has a privilege level of Admin or System . 
privilege via any of the detection methods implemented . Referring to FIG . 5 , an exemplary block diagram illus 
Additionally , the EoP detection system may detect changes trating the plurality of processes of FIG . 1 wherein a process 
in privilege from System to Admin , System to User and 30 is operating with a first stolen token is shown . In contrast to 
Admin to User . the “ clean ” system illustrated in FIG . 1 , the block diagram 

The EoP detection system may also be utilized to detect illustrates one embodiment in which Process_1 is operating 
destructive privilege attacks . For instance , a malicious with a stolen token such that Process_1 has a privilege level 
exploit or a malware attack ( e.g. , a malicious attack ) may of System . As illustrated herein , a stolen token may be 
attack an anti - virus or security software by modifying the 35 interpreted as a token associated with a first process ( e.g. , 
privilege ( s ) of the anti - virus or security software before " system token ” associated with “ system_process ” ) and is 
proceeding with additional malicious or unwanted behavior . subsequently utilized by a second process ( e.g. , " system 
Specifically if the malicious attack is able to reduce the token ” utilized with “ Process_1 " ) , which is not a child 
privileges of a privileged system service ( e.g. , the anti - virus process of the first process . Instead , the second process 
or other security software ) , the malicious attack may be able 40 provides a link to the token of the first process when 
to render the privileged system service useless . Alterna providing proof of privilege when , for example , making a 
tively , the malicious attack may tamper with the privileges function or system call . 
associated with update agents , or modify file or registry key Referring now to FIG . 6 , an exemplary block diagram 
privileges so that regular security updates are disabled , or illustrating the plurality of processes of FIG . 1 wherein a 
are unable to run successfully . 45 process is operating with a second stolen token is shown . In 

In one embodiment , the EoP detection system may detect contrast to FIG . 5 , the block diagram of FIG . 6 illustrates an 
a modification in a token through a detection of an insertion embodiment in which Process_i is operating with a stolen 
of a flag within one or more fields within the token associ token , the token being associated with Process_1 . The EoP 
ated with a process resulting in the disablement or modifi detection system is more likely to encounter the embodiment 
cation of the field ( s ) . For example , a “ DENY ” flag may be 50 illustrated in FIG . 5 as tokens of System processes , having 
used to disable a particular privilege field within a token a privilege level of System , typically persistent for the life 
such that the process may be prevented from utilizing the of the session of the user ( e.g. , the time a user remains 
privilege associated with the modified or flagged field . A logged into the machine ) while non - System processes may 
malicious attack may direct its attack by attempting to have a much shorter lifespan . 
disable one or more privilege fields of a privileged system 55 Referring to FIG . 7 , a flowchart illustrating an exemplary 
service thereby essentially disabling one or more features of process that occurs when a token is modified and potential 
the privileged system service by modifying its privilege points within the process that the modification may be 
( e.g. , lowering its privilege and / or disabling one or more detected is shown . Each block illustrated in FIG . 7 repre 
privileges such that the privileged system service can no sents an operation performed in the method 700 of detecting 
longer perform malware or exploit detection operations ) . 60 the token associated with a process has been modified . 

In one embodiment , the EoP detection system may detect Referring to FIG . 7 , the Process_N is shown in an initial 
the change in privilege level from User to Admin through the ( e.g. , clean ) state wherein the Token N is associated with the 
scanning detection method during the detection phase . In a Process_N ( block 701 ) . At block 702 , one or more opera 
second embodiment , the EoP detection system may detect tions are performed causing the modification of Token_N . 
the change in privilege level from User to System , and in a 65 Herein , the operations performed that cause the modification 
third embodiment , the EoP detection system may detect the of Token_N may be a result of function calls made by 
change in privilege level from Admin to System . Specifi Process_N and / or may be a result of an exploit of a vulner 
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ability performed by a process other than Process_N . The termined list of function and / or system calls that are likely 
method 700 is directed at the detection of the modification to be targeted by malware attempting to exploit a vulner 
of the privilege ( s ) of Process_N ; therefore , the modification ability providing the malware the ability to modify the 
of Token_N as used herein should be interpreted as the privilege ( s ) set forth in the token associated with a process . 
modification of the privileges set forth in Token_N . Spe- 5 As discussed above with respect to the detection of the 
cifically , the privilege ( s ) set forth in Token_N ' are greater modification of Token_N to Token_N ' via the implicit detec 
than the privilege ( s ) set forth in Token_N . tion method , the difference between Token_N and Token_N ' 
At block 703 , the EoP detection system may detect the is determined by a comparison or correlation of the 

modification of Token_N via the explicit detection method , privilege ( s ) set forth for Process_N on the privilege list and 
if implemented , by hooking ( i ) one or more function and / or 10 the privilege ( s ) set forth in Token_N ' ( herein , those required 
system calls ( e.g. , calls that result in a write to token to request the hooked function or system call ) . 
structures ) , or ( ii ) by trapping writes to kernel offsets asso Referring to FIG . 8 , an exemplary timeline illustrating a 
ciated with a token structure within the VMM hypervisor process of exploiting a vulnerability to create a process 
layer or guest kernel layers . Herein , when the EoP detection having an escalated privilege is shown . The timeline 800 of 
system traps one or more writes to kernel offsets associated 15 FIG . 8 illustrates a plurality of events occurring over time , 
with a token structure , the EoP detection system does not which increases from left to right . At event 801 , Process_1 
trap specific function or system calls but traps any write to is created , wherein Process_1 is granted a privilege level of 
a predetermined kernel offset , determines the function or User . At event 802 , Process_1 performs one or more opera 
system call that resulted ( directly or indirectly ) in the tions requiring a privilege level of User . The one or more 
trapped write , and therein detecting the process , and the 20 operations performed at event 802 are not of interest to the 
token associated therewith , responsible for causing the write EoP detection system as the privilege level required to make 
to the predetermined kernel offset . At block 704 , the Pro the function and / or system calls associated therewith is not 
cess_N is shown in a modified state wherein the modified greater than the privilege level associated with Process_1 on 
Token_N is represented by Token_N ' . The modification of the privilege list ( assuming one or more of the operations 
Token_N to Token_N ' may be detected via the scanning 25 performed are hooked by the EoP detection system ) . 
detection method , if implemented ( block 705 ) . For example , At event 803 , the execution of an exploit of a vulnerability 
an automatic scan of the current process list and comparison takes place . In the embodiment illustrated in FIG . 8 , the 
of the privileges of the current processes to the privilege list exploit comprises the creation of Token_M in memory 
( as discussed above , the recordation of the privilege ( s ) of having a privilege level of System . Referring to FIG . 9 , a 
each process the time the process was created ) , would 30 block diagram illustrating an exemplary exploit of a vulner 
reveal that the privilege ( s ) of Process_N have been modified ability that may be utilized to facilitate an exploit of privi 
from those in Token_N to those in Token_N ' . lege attack is shown . The diagram 900 illustrates one 

Additionally , or in the alternative , the EoP detection embodiment of an exploit of a vulnerability in which a 
system may detect the modification of Token_N ( Token_N ) token , e.g. , Token_M of FIG . 8 , may be created in memory . 
via the implicit detection method , if implemented ( block 35 The diagram 900 includes a portion 910 representing User 
706 ) . For example , the EoP detection system may detect the space in memory and a portion 920 representing Kernel 
presence of Token_N ' by ( i ) monitoring the guest kernel space in memory . Additionally , a process 911 , e.g. , a browser 
scheduler , in the guest OS of a VM , and employ a detection process , is seen executing in User space . The browser 
mechanism when a thread of interest ( or all threads ) is process 911 is seen to open a document 912 , e.g. , a Micro 
scheduled for execution , and ( ii ) hook the scheduling of 40 soft® Word document , which attempts to load a new font 
threads within the hypervisor ( e.g. , the VMM ) and employ 913 into Kernel space 920. The loading of the new font 913 
a detection mechanism when a thread of interest ( or all may be the execution of an exploit of a vulnerability within 
threads ) is scheduled for execution . When the scheduling of the font renderer within the Kernel space 920 , e.g. , the 
a thread is hooked , the EoP detection system may determine kernel exploit 921 , as a font is a system resource . The kernel 
whether the scheduled thread is operating with Token_N ' . 45 exploit 921 may be , for example , the creation of a token 
Specifically , a thread scheduled by Process_N should not having System privileges such that a process may now 
have privilege ( s ) greater than those of Process_N . There create a child process and associate the child process with 
fore , based on the detection of the thread having the privi the newly created token thereby potentially illegitimately 
lege ( s ) of Token_N ' , the EoP detection system has detected granting the child process System privileges . 
that Process_N must be operating with the privilege ( s ) of 50 Referring back to FIG . 8 , the exploit of the vulnerability 
Token_N ' which differ from those of Token_N . The differ at event 803 may be detected at event 804 by the EoP 
ence is determined by a comparison or correlation of the detection system when the EoP detection system implements 
privilege ( s ) set forth for Process_N on the privilege list and an explicit detection method that hooks function and / or 
the privilege ( s ) set forth in Token_N ' . system calls that write to and / or create token structures in a 

In one embodiment , when the modification of Token_N to 55 specified portion of memory ( e.g. , a portion of memory 
Token_N ' is not detected by the explicit detection method determined , via experiential knowledge , to be most likely to 
via hooking function and / or system calls that result in be subject to the creation of token structures from the 
writing data to a particular location in memory , the scanning exploitation of a vulnerability , wherein the specified portion 
detection method or the implicit detection method , Pro of memory is less than the entire memory space ) . Addition 
cess_N may perform operations ( e.g. , make function and / or 60 ally , the exploit of the vulnerability at event 803 may be 
system calls ) using the elevated privilege ( s ) set forth in detected at event 804 by the EoP detection system through 
Token_N ' ( block 707 ) . At block 708 , the EoP detection trapping function and / or system calls that write to token 
system detects the modification of Token_N to Token_N ' via structures and / or function and / or system calls that write to 
the explicit detection method based on hooking function predetermined kernel offsets ( as discussed above ) within the 
and / or system calls appearing on a predetermined list of 65 guest kernel layers . When the EoP detection system does not 
function and / or system calls . For example , via experiential hook the particular function or system call resulting in the 
knowledge , the EoP detection system may include a prede exploit of the vulnerability at 803 , the Process_1 creates 
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Process_2 associated with Token_M at event 805. The operation performed in the method 1200 of detecting poten 
creation of Process_2 associated with Token_M having a tial exploit of privilege attacks using an implicit detection 
privilege level of System by Process_1 having a privilege method . Referring to FIG . 12 , a privilege list , as discussed 
level of User may be considered an EoP attack as Process_1 above in accordance with FIG . 3 , is generated and updated 
has created a process having a greater privilege than it has 5 by the EoP detection system as new processes are created 
been granted and / or with which it is currently operating . ( block 1201 ) . At block 1202 , the EoP detection system may The EoP detection system may detect the presence of a ( i ) hook the guest kernel scheduler , in the guest OS of a VM , potential EoP attack when the EoP detection system imple and employ a detection mechanism when a thread of interest ments an explicit detection method that hooks system calls ( or all threads ) is scheduled for execution , and / or ( ii ) hook to create a process . By hooking system calls to create a 10 the scheduling of threads within the hypervisor ( e.g. , the process , the EoP detection system may compare the privi VMM ) and employ a detection mechanism when a thread of lege of the creating process , Process_1 , with the privilege of interest ( or all threads ) is scheduled for execution . the created process , Process_2 . When the privilege of the 
created process is greater than the privilege of the creating Once a function or system call is hooked , the EoP 
process , the reporting phase of the EoP detection system is detection system makes a determination as to whether the 
may further analyze the two processes and their respective process making the hooked function or system call sched 
tokens to determine whether an EoP attack is present . uling the thread should have the privilege to do so ( block 

Referring to FIG . 10 , a flowchart illustrating a process for 1203 ) . Herein , the EoP detection system identifies the pro 
detecting potential exploit of privilege attacks using periodic cess making the hooked function or system call and com 
or aperiodic scanning of a list of running processes is shown . 20 pares the level of privilege required to make the hooked 
Each block illustrated in FIG . 10 represents an operation function or system call with the level of privilege provided 
performed in the method 1000 of detecting potential exploit for the process on the privilege list . When the privilege level 
of privilege attacks using a scanning detection method . prov ded for the process scheduling the thread 
Referring to FIG . 10 , a privilege list , as discussed above in privilege list is greater than or equal to the privilege required 
accordance with FIG . 3 , is generated and updated by the EoP 25 to schedule the thread ( yes at block 1203 ) , the EoP detection 
detection system as new processes are created ( block 1001 ) . then determines whether the privilege of the thread is no 
At block 1002 , the EoP detection scans a list of running greater than the privilege level provided for the process processes , e.g. , as illustrated in FIG . 1 , to determine the scheduling the thread on the privilege list ( block 1204 ) . privileges with which each currently running process is When the privilege of the thread is less than or equal to ( yes operating at block 1204 ) , the method 1200 ends as the EoP detection At block 1003 , the EoP detection system compares the system determines no EoP attack is present . In one embodi privileges of each currently running process with the privi ment , the privilege level of the thread may be the privilege lege ( s ) provided on the privilege list for the corresponding level of the process scheduling the thread . In a second process . The EoP detection system then determines whether the token associated with a first process is stolen or was 35 embodiment , a thread have an individual privilege level that 
malicious modified when the current privilege ( s ) of the first may be the same as or different than the process scheduling 
process is greater than the privilege ( s ) provided on the it . For example , the process scheduling the thread may 
privilege list for the first process ( block 1004 ) . dictate the privilege level of the thread during the scheduling 

Referring to FIG . 11 , a flowchart illustrating a process for of the thread . 
detecting potential exploit of privilege attack by hooking 40 When the privilege of the thread is greater than the 
one or more predetermined function calls is shown . Each privilege level set forth in the privilege list for the process 
block illustrated in FIG . 11 represents an operation per scheduling the thread ( no at block 1204 ) , the EoP detection 
formed in the method 1100 of detecting potential exploit of system determines whether the token associated with the 
privilege attacks using an explicit detection method . Refer process scheduling the thread is stolen or was modified 
ring to FIG . 11 , a privilege list , as discussed above in 45 maliciously ( block 1205 ) . Similarly , when the privilege 
accordance with FIG . 3 , is generated and updated by the EoP required to schedule the thread is greater than the level of 
detection system as new processes are created ( block 1101 ) . privilege provided for the process scheduling the thread on 
At block 1102 , the EoP detection system inserts hooks onto the privilege list ( no at block 1203 ) , the EoP detection 
one or more function and / or system calls . In one embodi system determines whether the token associated with the 
ment , this may be performed within the Kernel space ( e.g. , 50 process scheduling the thread is stolen or was modified 
the Kernel space 920 as illustrated in FIG . 9 ) . maliciously ( block 1205 ) . In one embodiment , the privilege 
When a function call or system call is hooked , the EoP of the thread is the privilege of the process that contains the 

detection system identifies the process that made the func thread . Alternatively , the privilege of the thread may be 
tion or system call and identifies the current privilege ( s ) of determined by the user privilege in the impersonation token 
the process ( block 1103 ) . At block 1104 , the EoP detection 55 when a thread in a process is running in the context of 
system determines whether the current privileges ” ( i.e. , the another user ( e.g. , impersonation ) . 
current privilege ( s ) of the process ) are consistent with the In each of the methods 1000 , 1100 and 1200 , when the 
privilege ( s ) of the process on the privilege list or learned EoP detection system is to determine whether the token 
privilege list . When the current privilege ( s ) of the process associated with a process is stolen or was modified mali 
are inconsistent with the privilege ( s ) provided for the pro- 60 ciously ( block 1004 , block 1105 and block 1205 , respec 
cess on the privilege list , the EoP detection system deter tively ) , the reporting phase of the EoP detection system , as 
mines whether the token associated with the process is discussed below , performs analyses to make such a deter 
stolen or was modified maliciously . mination . In one embodiment , at this instance , the detection 
Referring to FIG . 12 , a flowchart illustrating a process for phase of the EoP detection system ends . However , in a 

detecting potential exploit of privilege attack by analyzing 65 second embodiment , the detection phase may continue to 
scheduling of one or more threads of one or more processes run , e.g. , run concurrently ( e.g. , at least partially overlapping 
is shown . Each block illustrated in FIG . 12 represents an at the same time ) with the reporting phase . 
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3. Reporting Phase lation engine , which generates a score that indicates the 
Referring to FIG . 13 , a flowchart illustrating a process for likelihood that the change in privilege ( s ) of the process is 

determining whether a token has been modified or stolen is malicious . As illustrated in FIG . 4 , the privileges of a 
shown . Each block illustrated in FIG . 13 represents an process may change over time ; however , the change may not 
operation performed in the method 1300 of determining 5 be unwanted or malicious . Therefore , the correlation engine 
whether a token has been modified maliciously or stolen . analyzes the information collected during the detect phase 
Referring to FIG . 13 , at block 1301 , the EoP detection and determines a score indicating the likelihood the change system has determined that a process has operated in a is unwanted or malicious through the application of one or manner inconsistent with the privilege ( s ) provided for the more rules to the collected information . Examples of infor process on the privilege list , via the scanning detection 10 mation that may be collected during the detection phase method , the implicit detection method or the explicit detec 
tion method , as discussed above . At block 1302 , the EoP include , but are not limited or restricted to , process identi 
detection system makes a determination as to whether the fication , initial privilege level of the process , current privi 
token is associated with the process in a one - to - one map lege level of the process , initial privileges enabled for the 
ping . For example , the EoP detection system may compare 15 process , current privileges enabled for the process , time 
the pointer corresponding to the token associated with the since the creation of the process , or the like . The fields and 
process to the pointer corresponding to the token associated sub - structures of the “ token ” may also be provided to the 
with each running process . As discussed in FIG . 1 , each correlation engine , examples : privilege - structure fields , 
process in a “ clean ” system will be associated with a token identification information related to one or more of ( i ) the 
in a one - to - one mapping , and thus , the location to which the 20 user's account , ( ii ) one or more groups to which the user 
pointer points will also have a one - to - one mapping with a belongs and / or ( iii ) the current session , and / or other relevant 
process . Therefore , if two pointers point to a single location field . 
in memory , the system may be deemed “ unclean ” or “ mali At block 1305 , the EoP detection system determines 
cious , " such that at least one token is operating with a stolen whether the score is above a predetermined threshold . When 
token . The one - to - one mapping of a token to a process may 25 the score is not above the predetermined threshold ( no at 
be determined in alternative ways , which may include block 1305 ) , the EoP detection system determines the 
analyzing , inter alia , an opaque structure field present in change in privilege is non - malicious ( block 1307 ) and the 
each token , serial numbers , reference counts , offsets of method 1300 subsequently ends . When the score is above handles / indexes / pointers / memory locations , or the like . The 
one - to - one mapping of a token to a process may also be 30 detection system generates an alert that the process is the predetermined threshold ( yes at block 1306 ) , the EoP 
determined by a combination of two or more of the above . operating with a stolen token . An alert may include infor Additional techniques may be utilized to determine one mation such as , for example , identification of the process , to - one mapping of the token to the process . Other operating identification of the token , an indication the token was systems such as Mac OS X or those that are Linux - based maliciously modified , the modification ( s ) to the token , the may have implementation specific ( opaque ) kernel 35 
structure ( s ) which may also be utilized in exploit of privi function or system call that was hooked if applicable , etc. 
lege attacks . Alternative embodiments of the detection of 
exploit of privileges on Linux - based or Mac OS X operating III . Logical Representation 
systems involve the determination of kernel objects in these 
Linux - based or Mac OS X operating systems , wherein the 40 Referring to FIG . 14 , an exemplary embodiment of a 
kernel objects should be associated with each process ( or logical representation of an exploit of privilege detection 
thread ( s ) of each process ) in a one - to - one - mapping and are system is shown . The exploit of privilege ( EoP ) detection 
utilized for privilege / security management and have been system 1400 includes one or more processors 1401 that are 
modified or stolen from other running processes . coupled to communication interface logic 1402 via a first 

When the EoP detection system determines the token is 45 transmission medium 1403. Communication interface logic 
not associated with the process in a one - to - one mapping ( no 1402 enables communication with network devices via the 
at block 1302 ) , the EoP detection system generates an alert Internet , the cloud computing services and one or more the 
that the process is operating with a stolen token ( block endpoint devices . According to one embodiment of the 
1303 ) . Such an alert may include various types of messages , disclosure , the communication interface logic 1402 may be 
which may include text messages and / or email messages , 50 implemented as a physical interface including one or more 
video or audio stream , or other types of information over a ports for wired connectors . Additionally , or in the alterna wired or wireless communication path . An alert may include tive , the communication interface logic 1402 may be imple information such as , for example , identification of the pro mented with one or more radio units for supporting wireless cess , identification of the token , an indication the token was communications with other electronic devices . stolen , process with which the token was originally associ- 55 The processor ( s ) 1401 is further coupled to persistent ated , the function or system call that was hooked , if appli storage 1410 via a second transmission medium 1404 . cable , etc. 
When the token is determined to be associated with a According to one embodiment of the disclosure , persistent 

process in a one - to - one mapping , i.e. , the token is not storage 1410 may include ( a ) the static analysis logic 1420 
operating with a stolen token ( yes at block 1302 ) , a corre- 60 including a heuristics logic 1421 , a signature matching logic 
lation engine of the EoP detection system generates a score 1422 , a signature database 1403 and a score determination 
of the change in privilege ( s ) between the current privilege ( s ) logic 1424 , ( b ) a dynamic analysis logic 1430 including one 
and the privilege ( s ) provided on the privilege list for the or more VMs 1431-1432 , a virtual machine manager 
process ( block 1304 ) . Information collected by the EoP ( VMM ) 1433 , a monitoring logic 1434 , a score determina 
detection system during the detection phase ( e.g. , through 65 tion logic 1435 , a build logic 1436 , a detection logic 1437 
the scanning detection method , explicit detection method , and a reporting logic 1438 , ( c ) an alert generation logic 
and / or implicit detection method ) is provided to the corre 1440 , and ( d ) a correlation engine 1450. Of course , when 
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implemented as hardware , one or more of these logic units EoP attack is present . For example , when the use of a system 
could be implemented separately from each other . call is hooked , the EoP detection system identifies whether 

the system call was initiated and / or verified by a user action 
IV . Endpoint Device Deployment and / or an action of a network administrator . 

The implicit detection method implemented in the end 
In another embodiment , the EoP detection system may be point device deployment is similar to the implicit detection 

deployed in an endpoint device . Similar to the deployment method implemented in the network appliance ; however , as 
discussed above regarding the network appliance , the EoP discussed above with the explicit detection method imple 
detection system deployed within an endpoint device mented in an endpoint device deployment , when imple 
includes a three phase detection methodology : ( 1 ) build 10 mented within an endpoint device deployment , the EoP 
phase , ( 2 ) detection phase , and ( 3 ) reporting phase . detection system identifies whether each hooked function 

The build phase in the endpoint device deployment is the and / or system call was initiated and / or verified by a user of 
same as discussed above . The EoP detection system gener the endpoint device and / or a network administrator . Simi 
ates a privilege list which stores , for each process , inter alia , larly , the identification of whether the initiation of each 
a process identifier , and the privilege level of the process . As 15 function and / or system call was verified and / or initiated by 
was also discussed above , the privilege list may optionally a user of the endpoint device and / or a network administrator 
include identification information of the token correspond comprises additional metadata that is provided to the cor 
ing to the process . FIG . 3 display a sample privilege list 300 . relation engine and is to be used in the determination of a 
Herein , the use of “ privilege list " should be interpreted as score indicating the likelihood that an EoP attack is present . 
including the “ privilege list ” and the “ learned privilege list , ” 20 Finally , the reporting phase in the endpoint device deploy 
as discussed above . ment is similar to the reporting phase as discussed above in 

The detection phase in the endpoint device deployment is connection with the network appliance deployment . Specifi 
similar to the detection phase as discussed above in con cally , at a high level , the EoP detection system enters the 
nection with the network appliance deployment . In particu reporting phase when the EoP detection system has detected 
lar , the detection phase in the endpoint device deployment 25 that a first process has operated in a manner inconsistent 
includes one or more of three detection method : ( i ) a with the privilege ( s ) provided on the privilege list corre 
scanning detection method , ( ii ) an explicit detection method , sponding to the first process . When in the reporting phase 
and / or ( iii ) an implicit detection method . The scanning while in an endpoint device deployment , the EoP detection 
detection method is implemented in the same manner as system determines whether the token of the first process is 
with the network appliance deployment . Specifically , the 30 associated with the first process in a one - to - one mapping and 
scanning detection method implemented in the endpoint generates an alert indicating that the first process is operat 
device deployment compares the privilege ( s ) of each cur ing with a stolen token when the token is not associated with 
rently running process ( e.g. , running at the time the detection the first process in a one - to - one mapping . When the token of 
methodology begins ) with the privilege ( s ) corresponding to the first process is associated with the first process in a 
each currently running process on a privilege list ( created in 35 one - to - one mapping , the information collected during the 
the build phase and updated when a process is created , or at detection phase , including the additional metadata discussed 
another triggering event , e.g. , a predetermined time inter above , is provided to a correlation engine , which generates 
val ) . Additionally , the scanning detection method may com a score indicating the likelihood that an EoP attack is present 
pare the identification information of the token associated ( e.g. , whether the change in privilege ( s ) of the first process 
with one or more currently running processes with ( i ) the 40 is malicious or unwanted ) . When the score is determined to 
identification information of the token on the privilege list , be above a predetermined threshold , an alert is generated 
and / or ( ii ) the identification information of the token asso indicating that the first process is operating with a malicious 
ciated with the token of predetermined processes ( e.g. , those modified token . 
processes most likely to be stolen , which may be one or In the foregoing description , the invention is described 
more System processes determined via experiential knowl- 45 with reference to specific exemplary embodiments thereof . 
edge ) via direct inspection by the EoP detection system of It will , however , be evident that various modifications and 
the predetermined processes . changes may be made thereto without departing from the 

The explicit detection method implemented in the end broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the 
point device deployment is similar to the explicit detection appended claims . 
method implemented in the network appliance ; however , 50 
when implemented within an endpoint device deployment , What is claimed is : 
the EoP detection system identifies whether each hooked 1. A non - transitory storage medium having stored thereon 
function and / or system call ( i.e. , each call monitored , for logic , the logic being executable by one or more processors 
example , by a software agent executing on the endpoint to perform operations including : 
device ) was initiated and / or verified by a user of the end- 55 responsive to detecting creation of a first process , adding 
point device and / or an administrator ( e.g. , an information data to a privilege list , the data including ( i ) identifi 
technology ( IT ) group overseeing an enterprise network ) . cation information of the first process and ( ii ) an initial 
Examples of initiation or verification methods that may be privilege of the first process , wherein the data added to 
performed by a user include , but are not limited to , activa the privilege list is set forth in a first token associated 
tion of a button provided on a graphical user interface ( GUI ) , 60 with the first process , and the first token being associ 
voice confirmation , and / or input of login credentials ( e.g. , ated with the first process in a one - to - one mapping at a 
username and / or password ) ) . The identification of whether time the data is added to the privilege list ; 
the initiation of each function and / or system call was veri detecting performance of one or more operations and a 
fied and / or initiated by a user of the endpoint device and / or modification of the first token that is associated with the 
a network administrator comprises additional metadata that 65 first process , wherein the modification of the first token 
is provided to the correlation engine and is to be used in the alters a current privilege of the first process to be 
determination of a score indicating the likelihood that an greater than the initial privilege ; 
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responsive to detecting the performance of the one or 9. A system comprising : 
more operations and the modification of the first token , one or more processors ; and 
comparing a current privilege of the first process with a non - transitory storage medium having stored thereon 
the initial privilege of the first process recorded in the instructions , the instructions being executable by one or 
privilege list ; more processors to perform operations including : 

determining a change exists between the current privilege responsive to detecting creation of a first process , adding 
of the first process and the initial privilege of the first data to a privilege list , the data including ( i ) identifi 
process that is greater than a predetermined threshold ; cation information of the first process and ( ii ) an initial 

responsive to determining the change exists between the privilege of the first process , wherein the data added to 
current privilege of the first process and the initial the privilege list is set forth in a first token associated 
privilege of the first process that is greater than the with the first process , and the first token being associ 
predetermined threshold , determining the first process ated with the first process in a one - to - one mapping at a 
is operating with the current privilege due to an exploit time the data is added to the privilege list ; 
of privilege attack ; and detecting performance of one or more operations and a 

responsive to determining the first process is operating modification of the first token that is associated with the 
with the current privilege due to an exploit of privilege first process , wherein the modification of the first token 
attack , generating an alert that the first process operat alters a current privilege of the first process to be 
ing with the current privilege due to the exploit of greater than the initial privilege ; 
privilege attack . responsive to detecting the performance of the one or 

2. The non - transitory storage medium of claim 1 , wherein more operations and the modification of the first token , 
the first process is running within a virtual machine and a comparing a current privilege of the first process with 
virtual machine monitor performs intercepting of a request the initial privilege of the first process recorded in the 
by the first process , the comparing of the current privilege of privilege list ; 
the first process with the initial privilege of the first process determining a change exists between the current privilege 
performed in response to intercepting the request by the first of the first process and the initial privilege of the first 
process , the request being one of a predetermined set of process that is greater than a predetermined threshold ; 
software calls . responsive to determining the change exists between the 

3. The non - transitory storage medium of claim 1 , wherein current privilege of the first process and the initial 
the logic being executable by the one or more processors to privilege of the first process that is greater than the 

predetermined threshold , determining the first process perform operations further including : 
intercepting execution of an instruction to write data to a is operating with the current privilege due to an exploit 

of privilege attack ; and predetermined offset in memory by the first process ; responsive to determining the first process is operating responsive to intercepting the execution of the instruction with the current privilege due to an exploit of privilege to write data to the predetermined offset in memory by attack , generating an alert that the first process operat the first process , comparing the current privilege of the ing with the current privilege due to the exploit of first process with the initial privilege of the first process privilege attack 
recorded in the privilege list . 10. The system of claim 9 , wherein the running processes 

4. The non - transitory storage medium of claim 1 , wherein 40 are running within a virtual machine . 
the logic being executable by the one or more processors to 11. The system of claim 9 , wherein the data added to the 
perform operations further including : privilege list is set forth in the first token associated with the 

monitoring scheduling of threads by the first process ; and first running process , the first token being associated with 
responsive to detecting scheduling of a thread by the first the first running process in a first one - to - one mapping at a 

process , comparing the current privilege of the first 45 time the data is added to the privilege list . 
process with the initial privilege of the first process 12. The system of claim 11 , wherein determining the 
recorded in the privilege list . change exists between the current privilege of the first 

5. The non - transitory storage medium of claim 1 , wherein running process and the initial privilege of the first running 
the logic being executable by the one or more processors to process is performed by determining whether the first token 
perform operations further including : 50 is associated with the first running process in the first 

responsive to determining a change exists between the one - to - one mapping at a time of a scanning of a list of all 
current privilege of the first process and the initial running processes . 
privilege of the first process , generating , by a correla 13. The system of claim 12 , wherein determining whether 
tion engine , a score indicating whether the change in the first token is associated with the first running process in 
the current privilege of the first process and the initial 55 the first one - to - one mapping at the time of the scanning of 
privilege of the first process is due to an exploit of the list of all running processes is performed by determining 
privilege attack . whether a location in memory at which the first token is 

6. The non - transitory storage medium of claim 1 , wherein stored is associated with the first token in a second one - to 
the initial privilege is recorded in the privilege list at a first one mapping 
time , and the current privilege is determined at a second 60 14. The system of claim 9 , wherein the instructions being 
time , the second time subsequent to the first time . executable by the one or more processors to perform opera 

7. The non - transitory storage medium of claim 1 , wherein tions further including : 
the first token is an object having a specified structure that responsive to determining the first running process is 
stores information describing privileges granted to the first operating with the current privilege due to an exploit of 
process . privilege attack , generating an alert that the first run 

8. The non - transitory storage medium of claim 1 , wherein ning process operating with the current privilege due to 
a privilege comprises a privilege level . the exploit of privilege attack . 
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15. The system of claim 9 , wherein the initial privilege is of the first process is performed in response to intercepting 
recorded in the privilege list at a first time , and the current a request by the first process , the request being one of a 
privilege is determined at a second time , the second time predetermined set of software calls . 
subsequent to the first time . 20. The method of claim 18 further comprising : 

16. The system of claim 9 , wherein the first token is an intercepting execution of an instruction to write data to a 
object having a specified structure that stores information predetermined offset in memory by the first process ; 
describing privileges granted to the first running process . responsive to intercepting execution of the instruction to 

17. The system of claim 9 , wherein a privilege comprises write data to the predetermined offset in the memory by 
a privilege level . the first process , comparing the current privilege of the 

18. A method for detecting an exploit of privilege attack 10 with the initial privilege of the first process 
comprising : recorded in the privilege list . 

responsive to detecting creation of a first process , adding 21. The method of claim 18 further comprising : 
data to a privilege list , the data including ( i ) identifi monitoring scheduling of threads by the first process ; and 
cation information of the first process and ( ii ) an initial responsive to detecting scheduling of a thread by the first 
privilege of the first process , wherein the data added to 15 process , comparing the current privilege of the first 
the privilege list is set forth in a first token associated process with the initial privilege of the first process 
with the first process , and the first token being associ recorded in the privilege list . 
ated with the first process in a one - to - one mapping at a 22. The method of claim 18 , wherein the data added to the 
time the data is added to the privilege list ; privilege list is set forth in the first token associated with the 

detecting performance of one or more operations and a 20 first process , and first token being associated with the first 
modification of the first token that is associated with the process in a one - to - one mapping at a time the data is added 
first process , wherein the modification of the first token to the privilege list . 
alters a current privilege of the first process to be 23. The method of claim 18 further comprising : 
greater than the initial privilege ; responsive to determining the first process is operating 

responsive to detecting the performance of the one or with the current privilege due to an exploit of privilege 
more operations and the modification of the first token , attack , generating an alert that the first process operat 
comparing a current privilege of the first process with ing with the current privilege due to the exploit of 
the initial privilege of the first process recorded in the privilege attack . 
privilege list ; 24. The method of claim 18 further comprising : 

determining a change exists between the current privilege 30 responsive to determining a change exists between the 
of the first process and the initial privilege of the first current privilege of the first process and the initial 

privilege of the first process , generating , by a correla process that is greater than a predetermined threshold ; 
responsive to determining the change exists between the tion engine , a score indicating whether the change in 

current privilege of the first process and the initial the current privilege of the first process and the initial 
privilege of the first process that is greater than the 35 privilege of the first process is due to an exploit of 
predetermined threshold , determining the first process privilege attack . 
is operating with the current privilege due to an exploit 25. The method of claim 18 , wherein the initial privilege 
of privilege attack ; and is recorded in the privilege list at a first time , and the current 

responsive to determining the first process is operating privilege is determined at a second time , the second time 
with the current privilege due to an exploit of privilege 40 subsequent to the first time . 
attack , generating an alert that the first process operat 26. The method of claim 18 , wherein the first token is an 
ing with the current privilege due to the exploit of object having a specified structure that stores information 
privilege attack . describing privileges granted to the first process . 

19. The method of claim 18 , wherein the first process is 27. The method of claim 18 , wherein a privilege com 
running within a virtual machine and the comparing of the 45 prises a privilege level . 
current privilege of the first process with the initial privilege 

25 


